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Along with the information development in taxation, tax departments have developed 
a varity of information based taxation systems which collected abundant taxation data. 
However current status in the nation is: data is abundant, but not converted into usable 
information. A big portion of data has been “trash” since it’s collected. Taxation data 
scattered in all kinds of systems and cannot be shared. That is to say the more systems 
the more information isolated islands. With the progress of information development 
of taxation and rapid development of data warehouse, it’s been required to utilize data 
warehouse in tax practice to support taxation decision making and data analysis, and 
finally improve the efficiency in taxation.  
Facing the stated challenges and needs, Nanjing Local Tax initiated the project of 
integrated information platform which builds a information platform for taxation by 
employing data warehouse technology. This platform extended the access to sharing 
data among different taxation systems, ensured information source for making 
strategic taxation decisions. The system consists of major modules as tax planning, 
natural tax payer management, micro-tax sources management. In tax planning 
module, it enables tax income analysis; in nature tax payer module, the control of 
individual income; in micro-tax source module, the method of identifying suspicious 
account and monitoring tax sources. We responsible for data modeling, data 
processing and designing of micro-tax source management, which based on practical 
demand analysis and the research of using data warehouse in taxation. 
In this dissertation,we research on issues of data application in the process of 
deploying taxation information systems, and identified the main tasks and final targets. 
Firstly it introduces data warehouse technology, and then brings out the structure of 
the system. Secondly it goes into data modeling, data processing and the design of 
micro-tax source. Finally the dissertation introduces the implementation of Nanjing 
Local Tax information platform. The application of Nanjing Local Tax information 
platform produced expected positive results. It extends the use of local tax data, which 
provides technical backup for taxation management in scientific perspective.  
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图 1-1 米歇模型图示 
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